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Abstract 

The proposed work investigates crash failure in moving sequencer atomic broadcast that 

relies on unicast unicast broadcast (UUB) variant of fixed. A few points are evident from 

various existing kinds of literature, like; (i) Different existing moving sequencer atomic 

broadcast algorithms (like Reliable multicast protocol, Dynamic token-passing scheme, and 

Pinwheel) are based on broadcast broadcast (BB) variant.  The BB-based mechanism always 

introduces more messages in comparison to UUB. In a distributed environment, it is also 

possible that any process (or processes) might be crashed,  hence the computing environment 

should be verified so that such types of failures can be handled. This work is an attempt to 

extend the mechanism given for atomic broadcast and to make it capable to tolerate crash 

failure. The “B” formal language is popular for the development of distributed models. The 

ProB tool is considered here for checking and verification of models. The proposed model 

investigates crash tolerance in UUB based atomic broadcast environment. The result shows 

all the processes have delivered messages in the correct order, even in the case of the crashes 

of some processes. 
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1. Introduction 

The reliable broadcast ensures that all the correct processes in the system should deliver all the 

messages that were broadcasted earlier by any process [1]. However, it never restricts the order of 

delivery of messages hence atomic broadcast is required that ensures the order of delivery also. The 

UUB (Unicast Unicast Broadcast) variant of fixed sequencer atomic broadcast consists of three steps; 

At first, a sender process unicasts request, asking for a sequence number from the sequencer for the 

message (Msg1). In the second step, the sequencer unicasts a unique number for the message 

(seqno(Msg1)) to the sender and this unique number is known as the sequence number. In the third 

step, the sender broadcasts the computation message (Msg1) along with its sequence number 

(seqno(Msg1)). This work considers an asynchronous distributed computing environment for 

investigation. 

2. Related work 

The various categories of atomic broadcast algorithms are discussed in depth in [3]. Here, a 

detailed discussion of almost all such algorithms and their comparison is given. This paper also 

focuses on various types of failures that may happen in a distributed computing environment.   The 

work given in [4] presents that Amoeba group communication protocol works on two points, (i) it 

works with a sequencer-based protocol with negative acknowledgment numbers, and (ii) the user can 
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choose the degree of fault tolerance as per their choice. The protocol proposed in [5]; describes a 

reliable multicast protocol that utilizes the multicast capability of applicable lower-level network 

architecture. The Tandem [6] provides a highly available, general-purpose, and fault-tolerant 

computer. The work given in [7] enhances multicast communication by propagation graph algorithm 

that ensures strong ordering properties in multiple groups. The research proposed in [8] ensures total 

order in multiple groups using propagation trees. The research given in [9] presents a new set of 

algorithmss that works in support of the group communication approach. This work focuses on two 

primitives; (i) a fault-tolerant causally ordered delivery system and (ii) it is extended to totally ordered 

multicast primitive. The work given in [10] gives an implementation of a reliable group 

communication mechanism that ensures atomicity in message delivery by all or no correct processes 

of the group. The [11] investigates different definitions of total order and proposes a hierarchy of 

them. Here Weak and Strong total order definitions are introduced which are extreme of the proposed 

hierarchy. The Rampart [12] investigates new failures and improves system performance. It is a group 

communication protocol that suggests trusting a set of processes is better than trusting a single 

process in the distributed system. The papers discussed so far are based on a fixed sequencer process 

hence they suffer from a single point of failure. However, Reliable multicast protocol [13], Dynamic 

token passing [14], and Pinwheel [15] are based on moving sequencers hence more reliable. The 

research done in [2] presents a model which delivers messages in total order to either all or none of 

the processes. But this model doesn’t handle any failure. 

3. Objectives 

This research provides a refinement of work given in [2] and improves the earlier proposal with 

crash tolerant capabilities. 

4. Model refinement 

4.1. Investigation of crash tolerance 

In a computing environment, a process can be crashed anytime and remain halted. For example, it 

stops sending or receiving messages. The processes in a crash state are known as faulty processes 

otherwise correct processes. The correct processes behave correctly all the time but the crashed 

processes can neither send nor receive messages. Hence when a crashed process recovers then it is 

mandatory that it must deliver all those messages that were broadcasted during its crash state so that 

total order (atomic broadcast) in the system should be maintained. So, for this purpose many new 

invariants have been added, a few new events are also added, and earlier events (proposed in [2]) have 

been strengthened with new capabilities. 

4.2. New invariants 

To achieve crash tolerance, the following new specifications (invariants) have been introduced in 

the proposed refined model. 

List_of_Crashed_Processes∈ POW(Process)  /* It represents the list of crashed processes. */ 

 

List_of_Alive_Processes ∈ POW(Process)  /* It represents list of alive processes. */ 

   

List_of_Crashed_Processes /\ List_of_Alive_Processes={} /* If a process is confirmed as crashed 

then it will not belong to the alive list and vice versa. */ 

 

my_trusted_seq ∈ POW(Process)   /* The sequencer is determined as trusted 

once it will be checked for being alive by all other processes positively. */ 

   

List_of_Crashed_Receivers∈ POW(Process) /* It represents a list of destination processes that are 

crashed and hence can’t receive the messages. */  
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List_of_Correct_Receivers∈ POW(Process)  /* It represents a list of destination processes 

that are alive and hence ready to receive the messages. */ 

 

List_of_Correct_Receivers /\ List_of_Crashed_Receivers={} /* If a receiver process is correct then it 

will not belong to the list of crashed receivers list and vice versa. */ 

   

msg_delivered∈ Process ↔ Message   /* This shows a list of messages delivered to 

receiving process. */ 

  

Seq_Checks_All_Processes_Alive_OR_Crashed∈ Process ↔ Process /* This list is maintained by the 

sequencer process that keeps those processes whose state is checked by sequencer. */ 

   

Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash∈ POW(Process) /* This list contains those processes which 

are recovered from the crash state. */ 

 

check_heartbeat_seq∈ Process ⇸ (Process ↔ BOOL)  /* All the processes will check the state of the 

sequencer process and this entry will be kept here. */ 

 

total_sequencer_votes∈ INTEGER   /* It represents the total number of votes 

casted for sequencer by other processes. */ 

 

Seq_+_votes∈ INTEGER    /* It represents the total positive votes casted 

for the sequencer process. If a process finds sequencer is alive then this variable will be increased by 

one. */ 

 

Seq_-_votes∈ INTEGER    /* It represents the total negative votes 

casted for the sequencer process. If a process finds sequencer is crashed then this variable will be 

increased by one. */  

 

Start_Unicast ∈ BOOL    /* If a process became trusted then it will TRUE 

which informs that now processes can unicast their message to sequencer. Initially it is FALSE. */ 

  

Seq_is_ON_or_OFF_Check_is_Done∈BOOL /* If this variable is TRUE then indicates that all the 

processes have checked the state of the sequencer process. Initially it is FALSE.  */  

 

last_round_of_voting_4_processes∈ POW(Process) /* Once half of the processes will cast their 

votes for the sequencer then the sequencer will become part of this list and once the sequencer will be 

added to this list then it will not be allowed to change its state. */  

4.3. Empowering sequencer selection event  

The following new guard and action have been added to the sequencer selection event [2] to 

strengthen it. 

/*Guard */ p /: List_of_Crashed_Processes.  

/*Action */ Seq_is_ON_or_OFF_Check_is_Done := FALSE. 

4.4. Check sequencer’s heartbeat event 

As the sequencer is elected, other processes start to check the sequencer’s heartbeat and voting will 

happen to check the sequencer’s correctness. This event helps processes to cast their vote. 

Check_sequencer_heartbeat (sender, sequencer_process) = /*Guard*/ sender: Process     

/*Guard */ sender/: selected_seq   
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/*Guard*/ sender/: dom(check_heartbeat_seq)    

/*Guard */ sender/: List_of_Crashed_Processes   /*Guard */ sequencer_process: Process     

/*Guard */ sequencer_process: selected_seq  

/*Guard */ (sequencer_process: List_of_Alive_Processes or sequencer_process: 

List_of_Crashed_Processes)  

/*Guard */ Seq_is_ON_or_OFF_Check_is_Done= FALSE     

/*Guard */ card(unicast_message)/= card(Message)   

/*Guard */ my_trusted_seq = {}THEN 

/*Action */ total_sequencer_votes:= total_sequencer_votes +1  

/*Condition */ IF sequencer_process:List_of_Alive_Processes   THEN  

/*Action */ check_heartbeat_seq(sender):= {sequencer_process↦TRUE} 

/*Action */ Seq_+_votes:= Seq_+_votes+1  END  

/* Condition */ IF sequencer_process: List_of_Crashed_Processes THEN 

/*Action */ check_heartbeat_seq(sender):= {sequencer_process↦FALSE} /*Action */ Seq_-_votes:= 

Seq_-_votes+1   

/* Condition */ IF total_sequencer_votes= card(List_of_Alive_Processes)/2  THEN  

/*Action */ last_round_of_voting_4_processes:= {sequencer_process}  

END END 

4.5. Vote for sequencer event  

As all the processes have been checked heartbeat of the sequencer process and casted their votes 

then this event comes into existence. It enables to compare the total positive and negative votes casted 

for the sequencer process in order to ensure the sequencer is correct or faulty. The Vote for sequencer 

event is given as follows: 

Vote_for_Seq (p) =/*Guard */ p: Process   

/*Guard */ p: selected_seq  

/*Guard */ p/: my_trusted_seq  

/*Guard */ (p: List_of_Alive_Processes or p: List_of_Crashed_Processes)  

/*Guard */ total_sequencer_votes= card(List_of_Alive_Processes) -1  

/*Guard */ card(my_trusted_seq)= 0  THEN 

/*Condition */ IF Seq_-_votes>= Seq_+_votes THEN 

/*Action */ sequencer_selection:= FALSE  

/*Action */ check_heartbeat_seq:= {} 

/*Action */ Seq_is_ON_or_OFF_Check_is_Done:= TRUE  ELSE  

/*Action */ Unicast_Start:= TRUE   

/*Action */ my_trusted_seq:= {p}  

/*Action */ List_of_Correct_Receivers:= List_of_Correct_Receivers \/ {p}  END 

/*Action */ Seq_-_votes := 0    

/*Action */ Seq_+_votes:= 0  

/*Action */ total_sequencer_votes:= 0 

/*Action */ last_round_of_voting_4_processes:= {}      END 

4.6. Strengthening unicast event 

The unicast event [2] has been strengthened by the addition of some more guards like,  

/*Guard */ p/:List_of_Crashed_Processes   

/*Guard */ Unicast_Start=TRUE. 

/*Guard */ card(my_trusted_seq)/=0. 

/*Guard */ m/:ran(msg_delivered). 

/*Condition */ IF card(unicast_message)= card(Message)-1 THEN  

/*Action*/ Unicast_Start:=FALSE 
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4.7. Strengthening re unicast event 

The re-unicast event [2] is strengthened with inclusion of following guard. 

 /*Guard*/  sender /: List_of_Crashed_Processes. 

4.8. Strengthening broadcast event 

There are some more guards have been introduced in order to empower it, like;  

/*Guard */ p: my_trusted_seq 

card(List_of_Correct_Receivers) + card(List_of_Crashed_Receivers) = card(Process).  

The condition 1 (IF card(acknowledged_msg)-1=0) given in abstract model has been updated with 

some more actions like,  

/*Action */ my_trusted_seq:={}, 

/*Action */ Seq_is_ON_or_OFF_Check_is_Done:=TRUE ,  

/*Action */ check_heartbeat_seq:={}  

/*Action */ unicast_message:={}  

4.9. Strengthening deliver event 

In this refined model deliver event [2] has been assigned with some more capabilities (by 

strengthening) with help of new guards and some new conditions like,    

/*Guard */ p/:List_of_Crashed_Receivers 

/*Action */ msg_delivered:=msg_delivered \/ {p↦m} 

/*Condition */ IF card(msg_delivered[{p}])+1= card(msg_sent) & card(acknowledged_msg)=0 

THEN  

/*Action */ List_of_Correct_Receivers:=List_of_Correct_Receivers-{p}  

/*Action*/ Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash:=Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash-{p} END 

/*Condition*/  

IF card(msg_delivered~[{m}])+1=card(List_of_Correct_Receivers) THEN /*Action */ 

temporary_receive:= temporary_receive |->> {m} END 

4.10. Check heartbeat of receiver processes 

At first, the trusted sequencer will evaluate the state of all the receivers and build a list accordingly 

to show correct and faulty separately. 

Seq_Checks_All_Processes_Alive_OR_Crashed(pr, Any_Process) =/*Guard */ p: Process   

/*Guard */ pr: selected_seq  

/*Guard */ pr: my_trusted_seq  

/*Guard */ Any_Process: Process   

/*Guard */ Any_Process/: selected_seq  

/*Guard */ (Any_Process /:List_of_Crashed_Receivers or Any_Process/: List_of_Correct_Receivers )  

/*Guard */ Any_Process/: Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash      

/*Guard */ card(acknowledged_msg)/= 0     THEN 

/*Condition */ IF Any_Process: List_of_Crashed_Processes&Any_Process: dom(unicast_message) 

THEN   

/*Action */ unicast_message:= {Any_Process}<<-| unicast_message 

/*Action*/ acknowledged_msg:=  

acknowledged_msg|->>unicast_message[{Any_Process}]  

/*Action */ Unicast_Start:= TRUE  END 

/*Condition */ IF Any_Process: List_of_Crashed_Processes THEN  

/*Action */ List_of_Crashed_Receivers:= List_of_Crashed_Receivers \/ {Any_Process} END 

/*Condition */ IF Any_Process/: List_of_Crashed_Processes THEN   
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/*Action */ List_of_Correct_Receivers:= List_of_Correct_Receivers \/ {Any_Process}  

/*Action */ Seq_Checks_All_Processes_Alive_OR_Crashed:= 

Seq_Checks_All_Processes_Alive_OR_Crashed\/{pr↦Any_Process} 

END  END 

4.11. Crash investigation event 

The crash_ Investigation event is introduced to demonstrate the crash tolerance feature of the 

system. 

Crash_Investigation (pr) = pr: Process   pr/: my_trusted_seq 

/*Guard */ pr/: List_of_Crashed_Processes        

/*Guard */ pr/: List_of_Correct_Receivers  

/*Guard */ pr/: Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash    

/*Guard */ pr/: last_round_of_voting_4_processesTHEN   

/*Action */ List_of_Crashed_Processes:= List_of_Crashed_Processes\/{pr}   

/*Action*/ List_of_Alive_Processes:= List_of_Alive_Processes-{pr}  

/*Condition */ IF pr/: selected_seq & pr: dom(check_heartbeat_seq) &ran(check_heartbeat_seq(pr))= 

{TRUE}&total_sequencer_votes> 0  

THEN 

/*Action */ total_sequencer_votes:= total_sequencer_votes-1   

/*Action 2*/ Seq_+_votes:= Seq_+_votes-1  

/*Action */ check_heartbeat_seq:={pr}<<-| check_heartbeat_seq        END 

/*Condition */ IF pr/: selected_seq& pr: dom(check_heartbeat_seq) 

&ran(check_heartbeat_seq(pr))={FALSE} & total_sequencer_votes> 0 

THEN  

/*Action */ Seq_-_votes:= Seq_-_votes + 1  

/*Action */ total_sequencer_votes:= total_sequencer_votes-1  

/*Action */ check_heartbeat_seq:= {pr}<<-|check_heartbeat_seq END   

/*Condition */ IF pr: selected_seq  THEN   

/*Action */ acknowledged_msg:= {}  

/*Action */ unicast_message:= {}END END 

4.12. Recover_crashed_processes event  

This event runs itself and recovers crashed processes. 

Recover_Crashed_Processes(Pr)=pr: Process   

/*Guard */ pr: List_of_Crashed_Processes 

/*Guard */ pr/: List_of_Alive_Processes  

/*Guard */ pr/: last_round_of_voting_4_processes  THEN  

/*Action */ List_of_Crashed_Processes:= List_of_Crashed_Processes-{pr} 

/*Action */ List_of_Alive_Processes:= List_of_Alive_Processes\/{pr}   

/*Action */ List_of_Crashed_Receivers:= List_of_Crashed_Receivers-{pr} 

/*Condition */ IF card(selected_seq)/= 0 & card(msg_sent)/= 0  THEN  

/*Action */ List_of_Correct_Receivers:= List_of_Correct_Receivers \/ {pr}  

/*Action*/Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash:= Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash\/{pr} END   

END 

5. Results and discussion 

To animate this model for 500 animations, the ProB [16] has been applied here. In such animations no 

deadlock or invariant violation has been observed for any transition. The current state of different 

variables has been shown in Table 1. The Table 1 entails that finally, all the processes have delivered 

messages in the same sequence (values of receive variable) even in case of failures also. Since the 
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order of receiving of the message at each process (Finally_Msg_delivered variable) is the same hence 

confirming the definition of atomic broadcast. 

Table 1  

Result 

Variables Values 

selected_seq {p1} 

unicast_message {(p2↦m2)} 

Message_order {(2↦1),(3↦1),(3↦2)} 

msg_sent {({(p2↦m1)}↦2),({(p2↦m3)}↦3),({(p2↦m4)}↦1)} 

Sequence_number 4 

Finally_Msg_delivered {({(p1↦m1)}↦2),({(p1↦m3)}↦3),({(p1↦m4)}↦1),({(

p2↦m1)}↦2),({(p2↦m3)}↦3),({(p2↦m4)}↦1),({(p3

↦m1)}↦2),({(p3↦m3)}↦3),({(p3↦m4)}↦1),({(p4↦

m1)}↦2),({(p4↦m3)}↦3),({(p4↦m4)}↦1)} 

Broadcasted_message_with_seq {(m1↦2),(m3↦3),(m4↦1)} 

acknowledged_msg {(p1↦m2)} 

List_of_Crashed_Processes {} 

List_of_Alive_Processes {p1,p2,p3,p4} 

my_trusted_seq {p1} 

check_heartbeat_seq {(p3↦{(p1↦TRUE)}),(p4↦{(p1↦TRUE)})} 

unicast_Start TRUE 

List_of_Crashed_Receivers {} 

List_of_Correct_Receivers {p2,p3,p4} 

Seq_Checks_All_Processes_Alive_OR_Cra

shed 

{(p2↦p3),(p2↦p4)} 

msg_delivered 

 

{(p1↦m1),(p1↦m3),(p1↦m4),(p2↦m1),(p2↦m3),(p

2↦m4),(p3↦m1),(p3↦m3),(p3↦m4),(p4↦m1),(p4

↦m3),(p4↦m4)} 

Ack_After_Recovering_From_Crash {p2,p3,p4} 

 

6. Conclusion and future scope 

The proposed model is an extension of [2] and provides the capability of crash tolerance to this 

model. The results show that the properties of atomic broadcast are maintained and no case of 

invariant violation, deadlock, or inconsistent view has been reported. The model is verified on ProB 

[16] tool and codes are written with the help of the B formal language [17].  

The proposed model investigates only crash failure in moving sequencer atomic broadcast but is 

unable to tolerate omission and byzantine failures. A system can’t be fully reliable unless it handles 

all types of failures. So, there is a scope for further investigation of omission and byzantine failures so 

that a system can be more reliable. 
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